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An algorithm is presented for deciding whether or not the representation according to a given 
number system is unique. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of an L code was introduced in [l] as a natural generalization of the 
notion of a code. Unary L codes are of special interest, both from the point of view 
of cryptography and because of their interconnection with number systems. It was 
shown in [l] that a unary morphism is an L code if and only if the representation 
according to the associated number system is unique. 
The purpose of this note is to present an algorithm for deciding whether or not the 
representation according to a given number system is unique. Consequently, we also 
obtain an algorithm for deciding whether or not a given unary morphism is an L 
code. The reader is referred to [2] for further background material. 
2. Definitions and results 
By a number system we mean an ordered (o+ 1)-tuple 
N=(n,m ,,..., m,) 
consisting of positive integers such that n L 2, u L 1 and mj L 1 for each j = 1, . . . , u. 
Given a number system N, every nonempty word over the alphabet {ml, . . . , m,} 
represents a positive integer in the natural fashion: the integer represented by 
equals 
mikmik_, *** mio 
??liknk+ Rlik_lnk-’ + *** + miO. 
In addition, the empty word represents the number zero. 
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We denote by S(N) the set of all non-negative integers which have a representa- 
tion according to N. The representation according to N is unique if there are no two 
distinct words over the alphabet {mt, . . . , m,} representing the same number. 
We shall prove the following result. 
Theorem 1. It is decidable whether or not the representation according to a given 
number system is unique. 
Using the notions and results of [l], we get the following corollary. 
Theorem 2. It is decidable whether or not a given unary morphism is an L code. 
3. Proofs 
Consider a number system N= (n, m,, . . . , m,). Define inductively the sets 
CO, Cr , C2, . . . as follows 
C,={xEZ\{O)IX,j: t?Zi-mj=tZX}, 
Ci+1={XEZI~k,j,CiECi: T?Zk+Ci-mj=?ZX). 
Denote C = UpI o Ci. 
Lemma 1. The set C is finite and can be formed effectively. 
Proof. Denote by A4 the largest among the numbers ml, . . . , m,. We claim first 
that 
Vi’irO: xEC; * Ixl<M. (1) 
Clearly, (1) holds for i= 0. Assuming inductively (1) for a fixed value i, we consider 
the set Ci+t. If YE Ci+ 1 there are an element XE Ci and indices k, j such that 
mk +x - “zj = ny. By the inductive assumption 
Iyl= 
Imk+x-mji I Imk-mjl + Ix/ <M+McM 
n n n - ’ 
Consequently (1) is valid. 
Because of (l), every set Ci is a subset of the set {-M+ 1, -M+ 2, . . . , 
M- 2,M- 1). Hence C is finite and there exist natural numbers i and j (i<j) such 
that Ci = Cj. By the definition of the sets Ci+k = CJ+k for every natural number k. 
Forming sets C, until we obtain a set twice, which clearly can be done effectively, we 
obtain C as the union of the sets CO, . . . , Ci_ , . Thus C can be formed effectively. 
The following two lemmas are immediate from the definitions and Lemma 1. 
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Lemma 2. It is decidable whether or not Cfl S(N) = 0. 
Lemma 3. XE C if and only if -XE C. 
Lemma 4. The representation according to the number system N is unique if and 
only if Cfl S(N) = 0. 
Proof. Consider first the ‘if’-part. Assume on the contrary that there are numbers 
b s, . . . b,,, al, . . . aoE {ml, . . . m,} such that 
bsns+~~~+bln+bo=a,nf+~~~+aln+ao. (2) 
Without loss of generality we assume that s2 t and ao# bo. Because of (2) n divides 
b. - ao. Thus there is an x0 E Co such that b. - a0 = nxo. Then (2) implies 
Continuing in the same way we obtain 
b s ns-I+ ... + b r+ln+b,+x,-l=a,, 
where xt- , E C, _ i . So there exists an xt E Ct such that bl + xt _ 1 - a, = nx,. Thus we get 
b ns-‘-i+...+b s f+I=-Xt or x,=0 
depending on whether s> t or s= t. By Lemma 3 both cases imply CnS(N)#O. 
Consider then the ‘only if’-part. We assume that CnS(N) #0 and show that the 
representation according to N is not unique. 
Assume first that 
Xj = b,ns + . ..+bln+bo 
where biE {ml, . . . m,} and XjE Cj. SO there exist an Xi_ i E Cj_ i and indices i,,kl 
such that nXj= mi, +Xj_ I- mk,. Thus 
mi,nj-’ + ~~~+mil+xo=b,ns+j+~~~+bonj+mk -l+.O.+mkj, 1 
where XOE Co. SO there exist indices ij+ ,, kj+l such that mi J+l - mk,+l = nxo. 
Consequently 
m~nJ+~~~+mi/n+m,,+,=b,ns+j+‘+~~~+mk,n~mk ‘I I J+l’ (3) 
Because x0+ 0, also mQ+, # mkj+ 1. Thus (3) shows that the representation according 
to N is not unique. 
In case Xj = 0 the result is obtained in the same way. 
Lemmas 2 and 4 imply Theorem 1. 
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